Learning Materials Development Working Group

**Description**
The Learning Materials Development working group reports to the Hyperledger Technical Steering Committee. It is focused on developing open source training material (licensed as specified by the Hyperledger Charter) to educate people interested in expanding their knowledge of Hyperledger and its projects. The working group will consult with other Hyperledger working groups, Hyperledger team members, and the project maintainers to identify training needs and develop strategies, as well as, material to address those needs. The output of this working group will be targeted towards both technical and non-technical audiences.

**LEARNING MATERIALS WORKING GROUP CALL MONDAY’S 1PM EST**
Meeting Notes 2/7/2022
Meeting Notes 1/24/2022

**GETTING STARTED**
Hyperledger Landscape
PROJECT AND TOOLS

**NEW RESOURCES**
Special Interest and Working Groups Video Library
https://www.youtube.com/c/Hyperledger/playlists

**DEVELOPERS / PROJECT MAINTainers**
https://start-here.hyperledger.org/pull-requests

Raising the Profile of your Hyperledger Project or Lab

HYPERLEDGER STYLE MASTER TEMPLATE
You tube Channel Link

**COMMUNITY**
Becoming a Community Member: zoom_0.mp4
Becoming a New Member PDF

**JOIN THIS GROUP**
Mailing List
learning-materials-development-wg@lists.hyperledger.org
- Subscribe
- Archives

TSC Working Group Updates
- TSC Decision to stop Quarterly Updates for WG Q4 2019

**Communication Channels**
These are the mechanisms that this working group uses to communicate.

Chat Channel
First, make sure you have a Linux Foundation login. Then go to https://chat.hyperledger.org/. Then click on the #general channel, look for the “Sign in to start talking” button at the bottom of the screen. Use that to sign in, then you can add the LMDWG channel to your list:

#learning-materials-development-wg
MEETUPS

- Wednesday, February 9 at 22:00 UTC / 17:00 COT: Hyperledger Latinoamerica Chapter hosts "Hyperledger Challenge 2022"
- Thursday, February 10 at 21:00 UTC / 18:00 BRT: Hyperledger Brazil Chapter hosts "Next steps for Hyperledger projects: a discussion with Hyperledger Exec Director"
- Thursday, February 17 at 13:00 UTC / 14:00 CET: Hyperledger Francophone hosts "Hyperledger Froha pour Tayara: entre promesses et pro" 
- Wednesday, February 23 at 16:00 UTC / 17:00 CET: Hyperledger Budapest hosts "Fabric samples Kubernetes"

Hyperledger Aries and Indy,

In case you missed the recent workshops for Hyperledger Aries and Indy, you can check out the recordings for both. The Build Your Identity Solution with Aries and the Hyperledger Indy Technical Deep Dive workshops are both on the Hyperledger YouTube channel.

DEVELOPER

Proposed https://start-here.hyperledger.org

Hyperledger will be at the all virtual DeveloperWeek 2022 on Feb 7-9 and we have free open passes for community members.

New Projects looking for community support

- [Blockchain Automation Framework]
- [Blockchain Carbon Accounting] Cactus integration
- [FireFly] Fabric plugin


QUICK LINKS:

HYPERLEDGER FALL 2021 PRESENTATION with the latest Hyperledger updates

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YCK7LnkjNtu5RoLgs1ImKBfd2F1avGhvEeR1R1zsvU/edit?usp=sharing

full version https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D0xxPRBGQfsGHIA5B2B7_hjkzGoi3b5VcBmxM4y_kWNCtY/edit?usp=sharing

PLEASE SHARE WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

https://insights.lfx.linuxfoundation.org/projects/hyperledger

https://tsc.hyperledger.org/project-lifecycle.html

TRUST TRIANGLE
Getting a Linux Foundation Login
Join the calls
Edit a Wiki Page (Edit Mode)

How to Get Involved

All are Welcome in the Hyperledger Community

Register at the Linux Foundation for a login so you can help the Learning Materials Development Groups. See our Resource Library of community developed documentation. Hyperledger is committed to creating a safe and welcoming community for all. For more information please visit our Code of Conduct: https://wiki.hyperledger.org/community/hyperledger-project-code-of-conduct.

• COMMUNITY HAPPENINGS:
  • Hyperledger Community Blog
  • Marketing: Marketing Committee
  • Landscape V1- https://landscape.hyperledger.org/projects
  • You tube Channel Link Global Forum
  • Other Events

• EdX / LF Courses for Hyperledger
  • LXF 170 Blockchain Understanding its Uses and Implication Link
  • LF127 Blockchain Technologies for Business Link
  • LF174 Hyperledger Fabric Administrator 2.2 Link
  • LF175 Hyperledger Fabric Developer 2.2 Link
  • LF 172 Hyperledger Sovereign Identity Blockchain Solutions (Indy Arias Ursa) Link
  • LF173 Becoming a Hyperledger Aries Developer Link
  • LF174 Hyperledger Sawtooth Application Developer Link
  • LF176 Hyperledger Besu Essentials: Creating a Private Blockchain Network Link

CONSENSYS ACADEMY

Basics for Developers Link

Build with Hyperledger Besu Link
  a. Besu Training Link
  b. Blockchain Developer Online Bootcamp 2021 with Certification Register
  c. Hyperledger Besu training launched:
  d. Free Course Explores Hyperledger Besu, the Open Source, Java-Based Ethereum Client
    • Sign up today!
  e. What is EIP-1559? How Will It Change Ethereum?
    Link

Recent Presentations:
1/25/2021:
JAKOB HACKEL "THE KUNAR TOKEN" How to reduce your PERSONAL CARBON FOOTPRINT and EARN PERSONAL REWARDS W

Kunar Token.pdf

Current Hyperledger Marketing Presentation:
Mid-Year_2020_Hyperledger_Update_Meetups [PUBLIC] (2).pptx

• Use Cases
  • HOW TO BUILD A BLOCKCHAIN SOCIAL IMPACT PROJECT

• On-the-fly Style Guide for Hyperledger Publications

• Hyperledger Slide Deck Master Template_062320.pptx

• TRUST OVER IP
  Tech stack diagram
Github Updates: LMDWG  Github Repository  " New
https://github.com/hyperledger/learning-materials-dev

- ** University Course Project:  https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/university-course
  Project Plan - Build a university course on Hyperledger Fabric using Hyperledger Rafael Andre Pestana Belchio

2. The course on Enterprise Blockchain Technologies - with a focus on Fabric v2.2:  https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/university-course.


Hyperledger Labs  Hyperledger Labs

- Including Multi Language Courses in GitHub  See Notes

JOIN THIS GROUP

Mailing List
learning-materials-development-wg@lists.hyperledger.org
- Subscribe
- Archives

JOIN THIS GROUP
TSC Working Group Updates

- TSC Decision to stop Quarterly Updates for WG Q4 2019

New TSC Working Group Update

Charter:
Please see Charter for the full text of the charter.

The working group may form task forces or subgroups to complete or present a set of training materials for a particular topic or topics. The material developed by the Learning Materials Development Working Group will be open sourced using the licenses specified by the Hyperledger Charter (Apache License, Version 2.0 and Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License). This material will be open for others to use in their training courses and events.

Communication Channels

These are the mechanisms that this working group uses to communicate.

Chat Channel
First, make sure you have a Linux Foundation login. Then go to https://chat.hyperledger.org/ Then click on the #general channel. Look for the "Sign in to start talking" button at the bottom of the screen. Use that to sign in, then you can add the LMDWG channel to your list:

#learning-materials-development-wg

VOTE FOR MENTOR OF THE YEAR:
https://www.womentech.net/nominee/Bobbi/Muscara/65019

The Giving Chain:

* Wiki Page
* 7/2 Meeting Recording zoom_0.mp4
* 7/16 Meeting Recording zoom_0.mp4
QUICK LINKS:

HYPERLEDGER FALL 2021 PRESENTATION with the latest Hyperledger updates

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YOK7LnkjNtu5RoLgs11mKBFd2Fi1avGhvEeR1R1zwU/edit?usp=sharing

full version

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D0XXPR8GQfsG15Bz8_hkzGix3b5Vc8mX4y_kwNCfY/edit?usp=sharing

PLEASE SHARE WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

https://insights.lfx.linuxfoundation.org/projects/hyperledger

https://tsc.hyperledger.org/project-lifecycle.html

TRUST TRIANGLE

Blog Announcement

Recent Presentations:
1/25/2021: JAKOB HACKEL “THE KUNAR TOKEN” How to reduce your PERSONAL CARBON FOOTPRINT and EARN PERSONAL REWARDS !!!

K-T 25012021.pptx

Kunar Token.pdf

Current Hyperledger Marketing Presentation:
Mid-Year_2020_Hyperledger_Update_Meetups [PUBLIC] (2).pptx

• Use Cases

• HOW TO BUILD A BLOCKCHAIN SOCIAL IMPACT PROJECT
TRUST OVER IP
Tech stack diagram

See the Calendar of Public Meetings for details.
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